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Discover the difference

Designed for harsh and demanding conditions, 
Pioneer Water Tanks are made from strong and 
durable 100% Australian made Zincalume® and 
Colorbond® steel. 

Pioneer Water Tanks come in the full range of 
Colorbond® colours with sizes ranging from 
6,000L to 500,000L. Custom tanks can be 
manufactured to up to 2.6 million litres and 
all can include a provision for fire protection 
reserves.

Our global distributor network facilitates sales, 
service and installation in even the most remote 
locations with minimal site preparation. We 
can offer a full range of accessories and fittings 
to ensure your tank meets your needs and 
performs to the highest possible standard.
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Since 1988, Pioneer Water Tanks has supplied Global Markets with water 
tanks for domestic, farming, fire fighting and industrial applications.



Whilst many of our competitors strive to match our innovative technology,  
design and manufacturing standards, nothing comes close to a Pioneer Water Tank.

INVEST IN AN AUSTRALIAN MADE,  
PIONEER WATER TANK.



Pioneer Water Tanks’ modern and unique 8-80 V-LOCK wall profile provides the 
strength of corrugated steel and maintains perfect support to the liner moulded to 
the inside of the tank wall.

The 8-80 V-LOCK design maximises the strength of your tank to ensure it stays in 
shape when full or empty whilst minimising liner stress.

8-80 
V-LOCK



Our 150mm diameter overflow connection 
and down piping is the largest in the market. 

Designed to meet the Plumbing Industry’s 
standard requirements for an overflow 
greater than the infill rate of water means you 
avoid costly problems associated with a tank 
overflow.

Pioneer Water Tanks’ one-piece PVC wall 
connection prevents water coming into 
contact with any steel around the overflow 
penetration. The need to use any chemical 
based sealant is also eliminated to protect 
your potable water supply against possible 
contamination.

150mm Diameter 
Overflow



AQUALINER® SAFE
OUR AUSTRALIAN MADE AQUALINER® IS CUSTOM 
ENGINEERED FOR THE SOLE PURPOSE OF SAFE AND 
SECURE WATER STORAGE. 

Its BPA-free multi-layered material with internal reinforced 
fabric weave meets global safety and food standards, ensuring 
the ultimate peace of mind for the secure storage of safe, 
clean, fresh and chemical-free water.



AQUALINER®
 
SAFE

 

Double Seam Weld
PIONEER WATER TANKS’ AQUALINER® IS DOUBLE SEAM 
WELDED FOR THE TOUGHEST CONDITIONS
Our innovative double seam welded AQUALINER® provides the ultimate protection at liner joints, 
preventing leaks, drips, seepage or wicking of your precious water.  Water seepage from your liner 
can encourage insects, pests or invasive roots, so insist on a double seam welded liner.



Fully concealed structural bolts provide 
you with a smooth and tamper-free panel 
joint. These unique vertical seams reinforce 
the strength of the tank and increase the 
integrity of your water tank.

With hundreds of tonnes of water to contain, 
Pioneer’s engineer-certified bolt strips 
provide the ultimate strong and safe panel 
joint.

FULLY 
CONCEALED 
BOLTS



Global Network,  
Local Service 

Our passion for producing quality water tanks is also shared 
by the many businesses that comprise of our extensive 
global distributor network. With numerous distributors 
across the globe you can be assured of expert local advice 
and support throughout your water tank installation and 
continued service life.



2.5 million litre tank in 
Snake Island, Nigeria, 
for Nigerdock, a 
member of Jagal 
Energy, the leading 
indigenous Nigerian 
energy services 
company

POTABLE

WATER

TANK

INSTALLATION

250,000 litre tank in 
Githunguri 
Constituency, 
Kiambu County, 
Kenya, for Kiambu 
County Government



Two 50,000 litre tanks in Kiambaa Constituency, 
Kiambu County, Kenya, for Kiambu County 
Government. 

The 2 tanks are servicing Kiambaa community with 
secure and reliable water supply.

 


POTABLE WATER TANK INSTALLATION & WATER TREATMENT 
PLANT INSTALLATION

3 tanks of 4.2 million 
litres (combined 
capacity), Two Rivers 
Shopping Mall Water 
Treatment Plant, 
Nairobi, Kenya. 

With the plant, the 
Mall provides 1 
million litres of clean 
fresh water per day.



Tested by the Australian Government Bushfire Cooperative Research Centre, Pioneer Water Tanks are 
designed to maintain their structural integrity and retain water during and after exposure to a fire front.

Combine your domestic and fire water in one cost effective, space efficient tank.  
Be prepared this fire season with just one additional fire fitting.

RURAL AND FIRE  
PROTECTION TANK

39,000 litres domestic supply

10,000 litres reserve supply

Domestic 
water outlet

Fire fighting 
reserve outlet



COLORBOND® COLOURS

ZINCALUME®

Pioneer Water Tanks Standard Tank Colour Range Zincalume®

Pioneer Water Tanks Non-Standard Colour Range

CLASSIC CREAMTM MANGROVE® PAPERBARK® SURFMIST® WOODLAND GREY®

BASALT® COVE® COTTAGE GREEN® DEEP OCEAN® DUNE® EVENING HAZE®

GULLY® IRONSTONE® JASPER® MANOR RED® MONUMENT® NIGHT SKY®

PALE EUCALYPT® SHALE GREYTM TERRAIN® WALLABY® WINDSPRAY®
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Call +254722245144

WhatsApp +254741927575
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